Opening remarks and adoption of agenda
The Tánaiste welcomed members to the meeting and introduced the agenda, which was adopted by the Council.

Item 1 Brexit
The Council noted the current state of play on Brexit, including ongoing preparatory work to ready Ireland for all possible scenarios.

Item 2 (a) Global Ireland - Support for trade and investment by expanding mission network
The Tánaiste provided an update to the Council on the implementation of Global Ireland, including the expansion of Ireland’s mission network and the Ireland House concept; Ireland’s participation at Expo 2020; the campaign for membership of the UN Security Council; and the Global Reputation and Communication strategy.

Item 2 (b) Global Ireland - Regional strategies update
The Tánaiste briefed the Council on regional strategies recently launched by the Department, and those in the process of being finalised. These strategies, for the Americas, Africa, Asia-Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean, are part of the wider context of the Global Ireland strategy, and in particular, the strengthening of the trade and economic relations with the countries of these regions.

Item 3 Future Jobs
The Council noted the progress in implementing actions under Future Jobs Ireland on the basis of an update provided by the Department of the Taoiseach.

AOB - Smart Nation 2040
The Council had an exchange of views on the paper submitted by the private sector members on Smart Nation 2040. It was agreed that this would be considered and follow-up discussed at the next meeting of the ETC.
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